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Emergency Housing
Vouchers Update: What
Survivor Advocates Need To
Know
As noted in the prior newsletter, advocates and
service providers for survivors of domestic violence,
dating violence, sexual assault, stalking, and human
trafficking should take note of an important new
housing resource that is specifically designed to help
survivors, as well as individuals experiencing or at risk
of homelessness, obtain housing.
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The American Rescue Plan of 2021 set aside $ 5 billion for a
new voucher program called the Emergency
Housing Voucher (EHV) program. According to the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), this
program will provide approximately 70,000 vouchers
nationwide. EHVs are designed to pose fewer barriers for
survivors and people at risk of or experiencing homelessness
to obtain a portable housing subsidy. EHVs function similarly
to Section 8 Housing Choice Vouchers in that an EHV
recipient needs to find a rental on the open
housing market. However, there are program features and
flexibilities that make the program more accessible and a
low-barrier option for survivors in need.
As a reminder, families are eligible for an EHV if they are:
a.
Homeless;
b.
At Risk of Homelessness;
c.
Fleeing or attempting to flee or transferring on an
emergency basis due to domestic violence, dating violence,
sexual assault, stalking, or human trafficking;
d.
Recently homeless and for whom providing rental
assistance will prevent the family’s homelessness or having
high risk of housing instability.
Families are referred to the PHA by the Continuums of Care
or other partner agencies. The CoC or other partner agencies
must determine if a referred family meets one of the four
eligibility categories and must provide supporting
documentation verifying the family’s eligibility. Additionally,
HUD’s current guidance requires the family to include at
least one member who is 18 years or older.
VAWA Emergency Transfers. In addition to new applicants
who fall within one of the EHV eligibility categories, PHAs
can use EHVs for Violence Against Women Act (VAWA)
emergency transfers for existing PHA program participants
who are survivors of domestic violence, dating violence,
sexual assault, and stalking. Advocates who are working with
survivors who are current PHA program participants with a
need to move due to domestic violence, dating violence,
sexual assault, or stalking should consult their PHA’s
emergency transfer plan to request an emergency transfer.
Because PHAs are not required to use EHVs for emergency
transfers, advocates representing survivors may need to urge
PHAs to do so.
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HUD’s EHV notice regarding emergency transfers for current PHA program
participants does not reference eligibility for survivors of other housing
programs covered by VAWA 2013 housing protections (e.g., Low-Income
Housing Tax Credits, project-based Section 8, etc.). However, survivors in
these other covered housing programs can still contact their local CoC or
victim services provider to see if they can establish eligibility for an EHV
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HUD also stated that the category of “fleeing or
attempting to flee” violence “includes cases where
a HUD-assisted tenant reasonably believes that
there is a threat of imminent harm from further
violence if they remain within the same dwelling
unit, or in the case of sexual assault, the HUDassisted tenant reasonably believes there is a
threat of imminent harm from further violence if
they remain within the same dwelling unit that
they are currently occupying.” Additionally, this
category includes cases where a sexual assault
occurred on the premises within the preceding 90
days. HUD has clarified that “imminent harm”
references the “tenant’s belief or fear of the
threat or danger of domestic violence, dating
violence, sexual assault, stalking or human
trafficking based on their particular experiences
and responses to violence, threats, and trauma
that they will or may face if they remain in the
same unit that they are currently occupying.” This
means that “imminent harm” is based on the
tenant’s own belief.

Technical Assistance and
Resources.
This article has outlined the basics of
the EHV program, but survivor
advocates
should
consult
HUD
resources, particularly the operations
notice for the EHV program (PIH 202115 (HA)), accompanying FAQs, both of
which can be located on HUD's EHV
webpage.
For technical assistance, advocates
can reach out to the National Housing
Law Project, or to HUD's EHV email,
ehv@hud.gov.

Conclusion
In conclusion, survivor advocates
should familiarize themselves with the
EHV program, the revised guidance on
“fleeing or attempting to flee”
violence and research whether this
housing resource can meet their
clients' needs. The flexibilities and
features of the program are designed
to give EHV families, including
survivors,
better
chances
at
successfully finding safe, affordable
housing.
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USDA Issues Updated
Guidance on VAWA
On March 15, 2021, the Rural Development (RD) division of
the United States Department of Agriculture, which provides a
critical supply of affordable housing in rural communities,
issued new guidance on the Violence Against Women Act as it
relates to residents and applicants of RD’s housing programs,
which are the 515 Rental Housing program, the Section
514/516 Farm Labor Housing program, the 538 Guaranteed
Rental Housing program, and the 533 Housing Preservation
Grant program. This guidance, called an Unnumbered Letter,
updates and revises prior VAWA guidance issued by RD.
This guidance emphasizes that RD staff should continue to
remind RD owners and property managers that they play a
critical role in helping tenants obtain safe housing and
supportive services. The guidance provides suggestions on
how to best ensure the VAWA protections are available to
tenants that need them given concerns of limited staffing
levels and capacity to improve victim outcomes. Some key
suggestions and directives include:

Technical Assistance and
Resources.

Owners/managers can permit extended absences from units;
Owners/managers must allow eligible tenants who reasonably believe they would be threatened with
imminent harm from further violence if they were to remain in the unit to transfer to another available and
safe Rural Development unit. The Rural Development Local Servicing Official will issue a VAWA Letter of
Priority Entitlement (LOPE), stating that the tenant may receive priority placement in an available Rural
Development unit within given timeframes.
Owners/managers must continue to distribute key VAWA forms, namely Form HUD-5380 “Notice of
Occupancy Rights” and Form HUD-5382 “Certification of Domestic Violence and Alternate Documentation,”
to all applicants and tenants on four occasions: 1) when an individual is denied residency in a Rural
Development unit; 2) at the time the individual is assigned a Rural Development unit; 3) at the time of
annual tenant recertification; and 4) with any notification of eviction or termination of assistance.
Documents, such as termination notice and the VAWA forms should be given to each adult member of the
household in addition to the head of the household.
Owners/managers should prioritize victims’ requests and process emergency transfers and lease bifurcations
as quickly as possible. This would include accepting verbal statements regarding incidents of violence or if
written documentation is requested, accept a self-certification or sworn statement. If the emergency
transfer cannot be made immediately, frequent status updates must be given the victim, while exercising
extreme caution to maintain confidentiality.
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When communicating with an applicant or tenant who has requested VAWA protections, the borrower
must provide safe options to communicate with victims while exercising strict measures for maintaining
confidentiality. Precautionary steps must be taken to avoid inadvertent disclosure of confidential
information to another individual or entity.
The following best practices are meant to address the challenges of collecting information from and
communicating with a victim while maintaining flexibility and meeting the strict confidentiality
requirements of the VAWA:
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Owners/managers should consider adopting
a preference for admission and make every
effort to accept admission applications from
victims at any time, even when a waiting list
may be closed. In addition, eligible victims
currently in congregate living situations
should be permitted to move into safe
housing which will allow for compliance with
social distancing requirements.
To better accommodate victims who do not
feel safe attending hearings where their
perpetrators would be present,
owners/managers should use available
technology so that victims have safe options
to testify at hearings where their housing
subsidy is at stake.
Owners/managers should make available to
tenants a list of other Rural Development
and non-Rural Development housing
providers in the local area who assist victims
of VAWA-related crimes.
Owners/managers should ensure that a list
of programs and phone numbers of advocacy
organizations that assist victims of domestic
violence, dating violence, sexual assault,
and stalking on an emergency basis is readily
available.

Conclusion
The complete Unnumbered Letter can
be found at
https://www.rd.usda.gov/sites/defaul
t/files/rdul-safehousing.pdf.
RD’s policy guidance provides some
important directives and safety tips for
survivors and their advocates to utilize
when working with housing providers
who are a part of the rural housing
programs.

For technical assistance or requests for trainings or materials, please contact:
Kate Walz | kwalz@nhlp.org | (415) 432-5729
National Housing Law Project | 1663 Mission St., Suite 460 | San Francisco, CA 94103
www.nhlp.org/OVWgrantees
This project was supported by Grant No. 2016-TA-AX-K028 awarded by the Office on Violence Against
Women, U.S. Department of Justice. The opinions, findings, conclusions, and recommendations
expressed in this publication/program/exhibition are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect
the views of the Department of Justice, Office on Violence Against Women.

